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April 2,1985
.

Dockets Nos. 50-321 rgTRIBUTION BGrimes
and 50-366- dnekatFi1V JPartlow

NRC PDR ACRS-10
L PDR RIngram
ORB #4 Rdg RHermann

Mr. J. T. Beckham, Jr. HThompson GRivenbark
Vice President - Nuclear Generation OELD Gray File
Georgia Power Company EJordan
P. O. Box 4545
Atlanta, Georgia 30302

Dear Mr. Beckham:

In letters dated December 14, 1984 and January 16, 1985 you provided -

information to the staff regarding the discrepancies identified and the
additional analyses performed to demonstrate the adequacy of structures,
piping, supports, equipment and cable trays to resist the design basis
earthquake for the Hatch plant. The staff has reviewed your submittals and
finds that the infonnation identified in the enclosure is necessary for the
completion of the staff's review.

- Please provide the requested information 30 days from the receipt of this
letter. If clarification is found necessary regarding any of the items,
please contact Mr. Robert A. Hermann at (301) 492-7385.

The reporting and/or recordkeeping requirements of this letter affect fewer
than ten respondents; therefore, OMB clearance is not required under P.L.
96-511.

Sincerely,
aculuunL 5 Aie- Li

JC%17. n%4'

John F. Stolz, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #4
Division of Licensing

Enclosures: As Stated

cc: w/ enclosures
See next page
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'* Hatch 1/2 50-321 and 50-366
Georgia Power Company

-
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cc w/ enclosure (s):

G. F. Trowbridge, Esq. Regional Radiation Representative
Shaw, Pittman, Potts ana Trowbridge EPA Region IV
1800 M Street, N. W. 345 Courtland Street, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20036 Atlanta, Georgia 30308

Ruble A. Thomas Resident Inspector
Vice President U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P. O. Box 2625 Route 1, P. O. Box 279
Southern Company Services, Inc. Baxley, Georgia 31513
Birmingham, Alabama 35202

Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional
Louis B. Long Administrator
Southern Company Services, Inc. U. S. Nuclear F.egulatory Commission
P. O. Box 2625 Region II
Rirm.ingham, Alabama 35202 101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900

- Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Chairman
Appling County Commissioners -.
County Courthouse Charles H. Badger
Baxley, Georgia 31513 Office of Planning and Budgeto

Room 610
270 Washington Street, S. W.

Mr. L. T. Gucwa Atlanta, Georgia 30334
. Georgia Power Company .

EngineeringsDepartment
| P. O. Box 4545 J. Leonard Ledbetter, Commissioner
; Atlanta, Georgia 30302 Department of Natural Resources

270 Washington Street, N. W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30334

Mr. H.. C. Nix, Jr. General Manager
Edwin I. Hatch fluclear Plant

| Georgia Power Company
P. O. Box 442'

Baxley, Georgia 31513 .
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ENCLOSURE 1
. -

EDWIN I. HATCH NUCLEAR PLANT
UNITS 1 & 2

STRUCTURES AND CABLE TRAYS

__

Q.1.InGecrgiaPowerCocpany's(GPC)lettert[ilRCRegionII, dated
'

.!anuary 6,1984, you stated that, "In some cases, discrepancies were

found to exist between the floor response spectra used and spectra

broad nir.g cc mitments."' 'Please c'larify which spectra broadening

cornitment g/ou are referring to (PSAR vs. FSAR and respective percentage).

Q.2. GPC letter of February 10, 1985, indicated that the PSAR and FSAR
~

commitnents were exceeded in some cases. Also, in the sama letter you
. . . . . .__ .. . . ._

'2 stated that, "the floor response spectra used for the analyses'were "'

.

plotted as smoothed upper envelopes of the calculated rcw curves."

- ''Please provide a detailed discussion explaining this process and '

, - emphasize its adec.uacy and acceptability by reference to and cor.narison

* " with t.he' staff ac,ceptance criteria in the pertinent sections of the
, ._ ,,,

~~

SRPs and RGs. In addition, provide the screening criteria us'eI fbV' -

establishing potentially unsafe conditicos as related to the floor

response peak broadening and seismic analyses evaluations.

Q.3. L'e understand from GPC letter of September 12,1984, "that a reportable

condition per the criteria of Pert 10 CFR 21 does not exist for the

discrepancies in the analyses of the floor response spectra (FRS) for,

Edwin 1. Hatch I:uclear Plant '- Units 1 and 2." Therefore, we request a
. .

,
.

discussion comparing the results of the re-analyses with the propcsed.

accepten a criteria. *-

.
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Q.4. In GPC letter of February 10, 1984, you stated that, "the architect / engineers

have found some less significant discrepancies. These discrepancies are

minor in nature and will require that some reyisions be made to the FSARs
,

of both units." Alth'ough we understand final resolution of these

discrepancics can be documented as FSAR updates, we currently need

identification and discussion of any discrepancies that effect the

modeling, analyses and design of Category I structures. Please provide
..

this information.

. - Q.5. In GPC letter of May 24, 1984, you stated that the new seismic design

evaluation would be performed for 10 percent peak broadening. Yes.

assumed that the 15 percent stated in the FSAR was an erroneous value.

Nevertheless, we believe that the use of 10% peak broadening requires
'

.. f stification as indicated in the current SRP Section 3.7.2.II.9.
" ~

N.. .
~

' _ . Moreover, the sta'ff acceptance criteria reauire 15 percent. pea 8 b, road'n3Hgd
,

if other requirements described in the SRP are not met. We believe that

this criteria was in effect during the FSAR review of Hatch Unit 2.

Therefore, please demonstrate the adequacy of the 10 percent peak broadening

criterien considering structural properties, soil properties, and soil

structure ir.;eraction. Additional references can be found in R.G.1.122

" Development of floor Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Floor
~

- Supported Equipment of Cbmpon'ents."

.

Q.6. In GPC letter of May 24, 1984, you stated that new analyses would address
_

the impact of new floor respcnse spectra on cable tray supports and that '

.

e
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these analyses would be based on higher damping ratios than specified

in the FSAR. In support of these new higher damping values you stated,

"The new damping ratios are consistent with those that have been reviewed

and accepted by NRC for seismic analysis of some recent projects."

. ..

The staff has based approval of higher damping values than those identified
'

in R.G. 1.6-1 on test results' of the ANC0/Bechtel tests. The staff has

requested for each case, where the applicant requested the approval of

higher damping values, that the applicant establish the applicability

- of test results to the system used in their plant. The applicability could
..

-

be demonstrated by establishing. positive correlation between the cable.

tray systems for the case in question and those u' sed in the ANC0/Bechtel

' tests. Provide a detail discussion substantiated by detailed test results
~

supporting your claim and/or show comparison between the Hatch cabletray
.

_ ' , system's and- a'ppifcable ones utilized in'the ANC0/Bechtel tests , . ". .~~
~'

' "

.

,

0.7. In GPC letter of Deewber 14,_1984, you stated that you, "have reviewed the

technical specifications and have determined that no technical specification

violation . exists." Please explain the relationship of the technical specifi-

cations and the reported concern with respect to rec'uced percentage value

of' floor response spectra peak broadening, increased damping values for
~

the cable tray supports evaluation, and other structural gineering eins

reportedinyourpreviousletters(NED-84-008,NED-84-0066,NED-84-274,,and
*

'~
. . . . -

NEL'-84-484 ) . .

.
.

O
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Q.8 In your letter of December 14, 1984, you stated that the results of an

independent audit of design ccmmitments in the FSARs for Units 1 and 2

indicated that, " Preliminary information from this audit indicates that,

"other commitments in the FSARs were met." Please explain what is meant

by preliminary information and state if the final ~results confirm the same

conclusions. Also, provide the findings of the audit and a discussion
.g *

for each of the concerns resolved by the audit.
.

Q.9, In the enclosure to GPC December 14, 1984, letter, you restated your
- -' consideraticns for the values of peak broadening that did not neet current

,
,,

NRC criteria. The staff evaluation of the FSAR was performed based on

information presented in FSAR Sections 3.7 and 3.8. It is the staff

position that, if criteria differing from those criteria presented in
'

.these FSAR sections were used, justification and an amendment to the FSAR
:4 - -.,

1, ,, are required. In' this regard, provide In-depth discussion on engineering-"
,

,

methodology, assumptions, and other evaluation data employed during your

re-evaluation of the Hatch 1 and 2 seismic / structural design. In as much

as construction is completed, the information should be much more detc.iled

than that presented for a typical FSAR, and should duplicate information,

as required, when comparisons need to be made to the original FSAR.

Q.10 Provide a comparison of the ground response spectra developed by the

synthetic time his .ory r.ethod for damping values of 5 percent and,2 percent.e

. ..

B

6
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-Q.11. Explain how the equivalent radiation damping was used in the development

of the floor response spectra, as stated on Item 3 of page 11 of GPC

December 14, 1984 submittal. Also, discuss why the use of equivalent.

radiation damping per table 3.7A-2 results in higher damping than

ordinarily used.
, ,

Q.12. Explain why-you consider the current cable trays evaluation " overly

conservative" with the assumption that the trays are considered to

be continucus for the entire run. Also, state your criteria for.identif-

,- y4ng-the cable tray supports which have the greatest chance of being-
-

, , _

overstressed for all load conditions, and identify with some specificity.

the proposed action. '

. -

'Q.13. Expand on the "more refined analytical techniques" referred to in GPC
s.. ,

.,

' _ . letter'of Decembe'r 28, 1984, for the evaluation of the cable.tr,ay,,,,,
'~'

supports. Present the staff with information which supports your

stater.ent related to the adequacy of the analytical techniques used in

your analyses.

-Q.14. GPC January 16, 1985 letter on cable trays does not address the connections
'

utilized to secure these cable tray systems to the structu'e. Please
-

provide detailed information ort the re-evaluation of these anchoring

systere, and inc1ude considerations for the changes af 1.:sds a ' depi j
,

'

j va'l'ucs r ferred in your r.'abnittal.
'

j ...

.
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Q.15. Figure 1 - Plant Hatch Design Damping Curve, sumarizes your position

with regard to the allowable damping values of the E.I. Hatch Nuclear

Plant cable tray systems. State the types and percentage of cable

trays and supports that fall in the various segments of the curve. Also,

expand on the justifications for the criteria established in the same

figure with respect to fully loaded, partially loaded, and unloaded cable

tray systems.-
..
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ENCLOSURE 2

L . EDWIN I. HATCH NUCLEAR PLANT - UNITS 1 AND 2
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - S0ILS'

-
.

5. Prepare tables to provide numerical values actually used'in seismic
studies for parameters relating to soil foundation materials:

A. Criainal FSAR Seismic Analysis - 1.'rit I

a) Dynamic scil snear medulus, G
b) Shear strain (%)
c) Range of G varied
d) Poissen's ratio
e) Soil damping (% of critical) - geonetric,'caterial, and total

design dacping for the appropriate modes of motion.

Provide the above information for all Unit I seismic Cctegcry I
structurss.

.

B. Provide a second table fer the recently completed seismic reanalysis
study for Unit 1 structures.

C. Provide similar tables (as A. and B. above) for all Unit 2
structures for the original FSAR seismic analysis and for the
seismic reanalysis.

D. Identify FSAR or other decument references which provide the basis
for the listed soil shear moduli and soil dcnping values given in
the fcur tables. -

.

2. Ccmpare and discuss. foundation caterial irput listed in the tables ard
ibtually used in the original FSAR seismic analyses with specific design
values used in the seismic reanalysis studies. Provide ,'ustification for
less conservative values wherever used in reanalysis /redesicn studies.'

Previda available references to support ,iustification discussicns.

. . . . . .

I
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ENCLOSURE 3

EDWIN I. HATCH NUCLEAR PLANT
.

UNITS 1 AND 2
REQUEST FOR ADDITIO!AL INFORMATION - PIPING

The licensee's use of Code Case N all damping values in piping seismic
analysis as an alternative to Reg Guide 1.61 damping values is acceptable to
the staff. The licensee has also stated that it intends to.use the Code Case
N-411 damping values for new or replacement piping systems and load
reconciliation work at the Hatch Plant. The licensee should, provide a,
commitment to do the following:

1. If, as a result of using the ASME Code Case N-411 damping values, piping
supports are moved, modified or eliminated, the expected increased
piping displacements due to greater piping flexibility will be checked
to assure that they can be accommodated and that there will be no
adverse interaction with adjacent structures, components and equipment.

2. The licensee will not use Code Case N-411 damping values for time
history analysis, and will use them only for seismic response spectrumanalysis.

N

/
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ENCLOSURE 4
4

EDWIN I. PATCH PLANT
UNITS 1 AND 2

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION
,

. _ . . . . .,

The Equipment Qualification Branch (EQB) bas reviewed the Licensee's Part 21
evaluation report, regarding the subject discrepancies in seismic analysis,
submitted with its letter of December 14, 1984. Based on the information
provided, the following staff comments will need to be responded by the
licensee before a final staff evaluation can be performed.

I. In Figure 4 of the above report, the peak acceleration of the new flocr
respense spectrum (FRS) exceeds the original one by abcut 50'. Tre

applicant should provide mere detailed informaticn of seismic
qualification for the six equipment types (see Table 6 cf the report)
which are located in Control Building at floor elevation 112 ft. and are
governed by Figure 4 in their cualification. The specific information
which may be cf interest includes, but nct limited to. .the crigital
methods of cualificaticn and the basis of concluding seismic qualification
against the new FRS. In addition, the staff may, in the future, elect to
audit the corresponding equipment qualification documentatior.s.

2. On page 16 of the above report, it is stated that insufficient
information precluded a decision 'regarding the impact of the new FF.S cn
seismic qualification of 10 equipment items. In crder inr the staff to
concur that the e.quipment sei:mic qualification was indeed r.ot adversely
affected by the new FRS, bewever, mere supporting informatien will nstd
to be established to confirm the qualification. Otherwise, a
requal(fication will have to be performed and approved by the staff.

.

G
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